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About This Game

In Oil Enterprise, you enter the multi-million dollar business of black gold as a shrewd businessman. Accept the challenge and
grow from a small-scale en trepreneur, investing in your first oilfield, to a global oil magnate.

Acquire oil production rights in up to 15 regions around the world and use the potential of your oil reserves as efficiently as
possible on the dynamic global market. Fulfill lucrative long-term contracts to improve your reputation and make your cash

registers ring. But watch out! Make a wrong investment or fail to meet con-tractual obligations and your company could be in
danger of going bankrupt.

Features:

Invest in new oilfields, pumps, refineries, storage facilities, maintenance buildings, logistics and much more

Constantly expand your headquarters

There's no such thing as a free lunch! Stay in the black or take out a loan if needed! Always keep an eye on your
numbers

Various events, such as earthquakes, exchange rate fluctuations and ac-cidents, provide new challenges

15 global regions, 90 oilfields and 20 building types

Two mentors will let you in on the secrets of the oil industry
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Improve your reputation to gain access to even more lucrative long-term contracts

Dynamic global market

20 different scenarios, free play and multiplayer mode for up to six players
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Mafia 3 was my first game for the mafia franchise. Well i'll be damned, I didn't know a true mafia game till i played this! The
fighting, driving, weapons and characters are the best, especially Joe! If i didn't have Joe to entertain me, this game would be
completely different! I need Joe to give me advice on how to get the ladies... I'm pretty sure this game was supposed to be about
Joe secretly.. omg the screen is so hard to see half of the screen\/game is at the side I CANT SEE HALF OF THE GAME AND
I NEEDED TO SHUT DOWN MY COMPUTER TO GET OFF THAT GAME. ...well you tried.

But seriously this game is pretty much Armored Core meets Diablo with loot shooter elements, but the problem is its so stale
and boring that it ceases to be fun about halfway through. The end game content is unsatisfying and getting S ranks on the
missions is tedious instead of a challenge. The story puts you to sleep. The part selection and paint is bare minimum and the stats
are never explained. All the bosses are basically giant versions of the normal mechs with cheap tactics and that's only if they
work properly. I had two of the final bosses glitch out on me quite a few times. It was hilarious but sad at the same time. Also
the Hero Creation extension is basically playing the game all over again, with slightly different dialogue and 3 additional
missions. I S ranked all the missions in this game just so I can get my money's worth but jeez I only did it cause I was bored..
Joint joint joint damnazione joint joint damnazione joint joint joint joint joint joint joint damnazione joint joint joint joint
joint.
If that sentence didn't excite you, you probably won't like the script for this game. The writing feels like a first draft where the
second draft was just the same thing with bad attempts at slang shoehorned in. There are multiple conversations where the word
joint feels like it's being used every third word. The acting is only slightly better than the script. The only voice actor that felt
like he belonged in a game that people charge money for is a character that you have a brief phone conversation with and (as far
as I was able to get in 6 hour) never see.
The gameplay feels like something from the 90s. The screen is slow to move and so is the character. If you're in a large room
with a lot of things that can be clicked on, you'd better brew some coffee because you'll be waiting a while as Del Nero slowly
plods across the room. Fortunately, while examining things in smaller rooms, you get to see him occasionally flap his arms like a
chicken, but I don't think that was actually supposed to happen.
Despite the script, the story seemed fairly good for the first little while, but occasioanally you have to make some leaps in logic
to figure out where to go next, and if you save and come back or miss a line of dialogue, you may as well just throw darts at the
map because there's no real way to figure out where to go next. While the story was decent it eventually started to drag by the
time I made my third trip to the docks, so I took a look at a walkthough and said, "Damnazione, I've still got at least a third of
this thing left? I'm getting out of this joint!" Delete local content, move to the "Bad" category.. You have ten seconds to like this
comment or just die already.
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Awesome Strategic Game , but there problem in gameplay , when i click repair and i drag to other map it click instanly...
i hope theres fixing in gameplay. Simple game, but well made. The weapons are well implemented standards, and the racing has
more to it than just get the weapons, stay ahead. Each racer has it's own stats, affecting top speed, acceleration, durability, and
most interestingly, turning. It makes for an interesting set up, and execution. The best part is that the randomness of the other
racers keeps the matches from becoming predictable. Simple, but entertaining, overall.. This is a very moder great looking fast
tilting train you dont need to know more this is great!. This is how you make a proper city building game. 9\/10. ugh they copied
negan! ;/ that is a trustworthy BAD REVIEW!! next time you should tap before you gap xd! #taporgap. unrealistic though good
fun. THE ONLY YOU CAN LEGIT DO IS SPIN FIDGET SPINNERS. I WISH I WAS JOKING.
It is hilariously bad.

edit: you can bowl too but its also awful. Pretty good Zelda style game. It's 101% old school and you'll be searching every inch
of the map for items with minimal hints, which is good. However combat mechanics and the actual puzzles and dungeons are a
bit so-so. If they can improve on those aspects the sequel could be amazing. I bought Vr just so I can experience Horror games
immersivly, this game grabed my attention due to it attempting to be different and it actualy works.

I played the game on Vive with controler and other than a few annoyances like when I lean too far the screen goes black though
I quickly got used to how far I can lean to not affect my gameplay!

I will update this post as I get further into the game but with the first 2hrs, the game imo is worth the buy

Pros: So far
Vr is implemented

Using sound to travel around is a great idea

Puzzels are a balanced challenge

Cons: so far
Lack of Vr control support for vive

No room scale

If you would like to see the game in action here check this out

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=NHN6NekcWzs
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